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Special Voice Issue on the
Presidential Search
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Richard Cook, Provost, Kalamazoo College; R. Stantoa Hales, Acting President of the College; Ross Mnrfln, Dean of the College of the Arts and Sciences, University of Miami
KRISTEN DEMAUNE
AARON RUPERT
.
'Happily Overheard at the Presidential Meetings"
Which of the five evalnatoiy criteria does "sense of
humor" fall into? Academic developmfht? Stewardship?
AO three candidates bad some gem answers to some gem
questions.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 29 (RICHARD COOK)
What are the top three liberal arts schools in the country,
and why?'
COOK: The CoDege of Wooster, Kalamazoo College,
and.. .Amherst.''
What are yoa going to do lo make my diploma more
valuable? (a senior, regarding Woosters "nanie" reputation)
COOK: Tut my name on it"
COOK (Saicastkalry. toWachs): 'Thanks for starting me
off with an easy question.'
WACHS (response): That was an easy question."
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22 (R. STANTON HALES)
HALES: (describing his "reluctant" decision to become
acting president last June) "When Stanley Gault gets you in
a room and says he wants you to be the acting president, you
tend not to say no."
HALES: (regarding leisure pursuits) "I play a five-stri-ng
banjo, not very often, but I seriously regret not being a
bloegrass banjo player."
HALES: (on his own Greek experience) "I'll confess that
our fraternity at Pomona was put on suspension because we
sang some rather ribald songs in public I refuse to give
quotes."
Sticks, interviews, and dossiers ; ,
of the three candidates
Cook, p. 2 Halesj p3 Murfin,p.4
'What qualities would you be looking for if you were to
choose the next president?'
HALES: "59"..."
HALES: "It's true that some of you will get fabulously
wealthy, and we expect all of it back."
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1 (ROSS MURFIN)
MURFIN: "I think she's ready to move in!" (after his wife
Pamela remarked on residence halls)
MURFIN: (on his first visit to Wooster) "I couldn't find
the town... I wasn't sure if it was here or not"
MURFIN: (on a letter to the Editor in the Voice regarding
Greeks) "Are all of your Greeks preparing to be librarians?"
MURFIN: (regarding the Student Government Associa-
tion, after bearing a member of Campus Council's descrip-
tion of SGA) "So there's this lobbying group?"
Student opinions message from
student members ofthe search committee, J
and a swank cartoon : :pages 5 -- 8
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AARON RUPERT
The first of 3 presidential candi-
dates, Richard Cook, provost of
Kalamazoo College, held a discus--
Richard Cook
Provost, Kalamazoo College
skxi with students on Tuesday, Feb
20. Cook spent over an hour an-
swering questions posed by the 48
studenu present. Among the issues
durussed were diversity on cam-
pus, bis experience, and the role of
the president.
Cook's responses to a number of
student concerns follow.
Regarding a hypothetical racial
incident on campus:
- I think that there are some
things that, because of protecting an
individual and their rights, some-
times by law. have to be handled
confidentially.'' said Cook.
"But." heqytfirord. "there arc other
events that are so important id the
institution, say mere is some graffiti
written on that waUoverthere,kseems
to mr in that case a public statement
and awareness need to be made and
the campus needs to show coflec-tive- ry
that is unacceptable."
"I think that fresh air and light on
those types of things can be most
productive," said Cook later. "I don't
see anything wrong with an institu-
tion facing up to where the chal-
lenges are. ..by saying this is
tmacceptableand we could use it
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as community building experi-
ence." After being pressed. Cook
stated that, "having a campus-wi-de
gathering," would also be another
action he might take.
On the
issue of re-
tention of
minority,
Afri--
c a n -
American, studenu:
- Cook began by stating that
Wooster, in recruiting minority stu-
dents, has done "better than many
places."Cook continued, saying that
DePiw, a liberal arts coUege in Illi-
nois, haxhad considerable success
in recruiting minority students, and
that "we have to do some consider-
able listening" to the problems of
minority students. Later in the ses-sk-n.
Cook stated that"emphasizing
commitment" to diversity issues is
also important.
On the topic ofcreating a itquire-me-nt
to examine diversity issues:
- Cook stated that "any curricu-
lum that ignores these issuesis
deficient." Cook didnot specifically
state if he would be in favor of a
diversity requirement, or reinstitut-
ing the diversity focus ofFirst Year
Seminar.
On the topic of diversity issues
other than race, such as gender or
sexual orientation:
- Cook stated that. "Kalamazoo
has a reputation for being a very
open place" and that while be as-be- en
there, "faculty has been grow-
ing in female ranks."
The Cook Interview
KRISTEN DEMALXNE
AARON RUPERT
Kristen Demaline: What were
your first impressions of the col-
lege?
Cook: You mean the very first
time I saw the campus? (assent)
I've been here two times on GLCA
groups, and Fve seea your cam pus
before. I do remember my very
first initial impression as posi-
tive. The campus has, I think, a
consistency of architecture and
grace that is pleasing to the eye. I
dunk your opea spaces are very
pleasant. Ofcourse, the golf coarse
is lice as well. Aesthetically, its
very pleasing. It looks like a col-le- ge
campus should look. That first
impression didn't come from yes-
terday, it came from a couple of
years ago, when I first came to
your campus.
Aaron Rupert: What have been
your impressions sofar on this visit?
Cook: Of the people m general....
AR: Of the campus in general and
the people you've net.
Cook: I have been very impressed
and loucbed by the sincerity of me
people from faculty to arndcnfi to
staff and alum. I have been im-
pressed by their level of care about
the aaataatioa and their concern Car
h. Thorn are some themes whfca
seemed to cone across pretty
consistesdy.froni the people I've
talked with so far.
AR: WhatUyoorlevd of student
involvement on Kalamazoo's cam-
pus; how involved are you with the
student body as a whole?
Cook: In the job I have right
now, less than I would like to be.
The reason, one of the reasons
being, that I am so involved with
faculty issues and academic ad-miaistra- tion
that there is less op-
portunity than I would like. I do
meet, on occasion, with Student
Commission tdilor's note Stu-
dent Commission Is Kalamazoo's
student governmenij leadership,
often with the President and Dean
of Students. I meet, upon request,
with the student newspaper, the
Index. We have student represen-
tatives on most faculty commit-
tees and oa many trustee commit-
tees, and through that mechanism
I'm able to get to know some stu-
denu pretty well. I participate in a
lot of the functions of the college
which Invol re simWmi HooorsDay,
Convocation, (Tm the Convener ci
that), and 1 address incoming stn-de- ats
oa their first day at the col-
lege, as part of the orkatarioa ses-
sions. I have the kcocr of reading
the aaaea of students at Corn--
On the role of the president:
-- Coftst that the rrrtidfrrtii
the "primary representative of the
college." Currently at Wooster,
Cook stated that "initially, from what
I'm hearing from faculty and staff,
we are at a point of focusing our
energies," and Cook believes that
the president of Wooster will need
to give attention to defining where
Wooster is going in the future. Cook
also stated that before a president
can represent a college, "you have
to be able to speak about it with
passion." Later in the presentation.
Cook stated that Wooster was at a
period of examination and that the
community as a whole has to decide
"whaTVre the weak points and what
could be better."
On the topic of student involve-
ment and control of activities on
campus:
Cook stated that "until students
prove otherwise, they would be given
the authority over things (student
activities)." Cook also stated that
"students ought to have a say of
what sorts ofthings are fun for you."
In talking about his ideas for re-focus- ing
the effom and image of the
college. Cook stated that he would
look for student opinion on some
things, but on others he believed the
faculty and administration to be the
beaer judge of policy.
On being accessible to students:
-Cook stated that he enjoys "get-
ting to know students." Cook also
believes that as President be could
hold office hours to talk to students,
have a few meals in Lowry with
students, and perhaps stay overnight
.TV'
. ( -
pboto by ERIC BAKKEN
Candidate Richard Cook, who met with students last Tuesday
in a dorm.
Regarding Greek life:
- "There can be a healthy Greek
system," said Cook, "or there can be a
detrimental Greek system." Cook be-
lieves that tneGreek system atWooster
is a healthy one, and if it wasn't he
"would have heard about it"
On the relationship between the
administration and hourly staff:
- Cook stated. "I believe that
people should be treated as valuable
human brings." Cook also said.para-phrasin- g
an African proverb, "it
takes an entire coUege community
to educate a student." He continued
by saying that be did worry about
students that look down on hourly
staff people. "Being college-educated- ."
said Cook, "does not make
you more intelligent that others."
Cook outlined a program at
Kalamazoo in which fringe benefits
were increased for hourly and sup-
port staff.
In terms of town gown relations
and resulting security issues:
-- Cook believes that in situations
where it seems as if some towns-
people were harassing students, that
a college , adminjotraior should Jbe
sent to the Wooster police depart-
ment to "work out some way to
monitor the situation."
The Richard Cook Dossier
AARON RUPERT
Richard Cook k cjuiwuuy me provost at Kalanuaoo
CoHeee. and has worked as an adfiiifilstaiut and ecaom-isv- y
professor for most of his owe. He graduated with
his bachelor's degree fci Cnorni ray with Dmrlrtrtim from
thaUoiTa70cMkUimlal969.Cookthaweceato
ntbJsa
Organfc
Kalea
1969-7-3.from a ywrs of 9- 7
J a uaoo is a liberal arts school and member of the
1400 student. Aocordisi to Cook's deoaiiakat of the
at fets cwrtcn vttaa fan .
; at Kalamazoo CoOags is bm chkf I
tradv tasks far ttte pwslJam of Kiltmaioo, as wD as
bring "acuve in ednfaeionB, ahamni affaks, and public
la important fa i
Acoocdaa Cook's vuaa, 1
tal budget ha orsrtomlri arose smoo i
posidoafa 19S9L"
Cook s admliitsu elite experience cones from Us 'ar- -
lad duties as provost At Kalamazoo, he is m charge of the
toonunaant and avaloadon of faculqr and acadamioaoV
inhtistnuve staff. Oa the financial side. Cook doals with
tao "psnonal and noa-cnmpaniaf- kia bodg aiaciciarad
with arsdomfa drnarttnanta and arartarrdc aupport ($10
a instrocooa mt iwoarch; A ia m
students that by virtue sometimes
of chance and by virtue sometimes
of their role at the college that I get
to know pretty well over the four
year period, and I enjoy seeing
them on campus and chasing with
rhftm. Whenever I caa I enjoy
striking ap a conversation with a
damk support)." Ha has also worked ia fundnusmg, tar-aar- mg
"approxkniMry SIS Bullion in grants and gins."
Cook "parodpatod as a faculty member and provost ma
S4SmD capital eampdga. .
Cook has worked at Kslarntroo since he raoohrod his
doctoraak. He began as an assistantprofessorof Chemistry
fat 1973. Ia 1 979.he became and Anodast Prefeseor in sua
department, and ia 1911. he became the Chair of
Kalamazoo's UmhiIkj dopertment. fat 19SS, Cook was .
la 19S9, Couk aaoved fano fifpilnlm n h m. beoomktg die --
Provost of Kalamazoo. He has held that poekka Orough
rcwenf. eadaokaiulesriiiicaemisiry faldindeof
Provost.
As a chwniM. Cook has done exieasle government
work. He is aaMmber of the Eavfaoamantal Scmoob Board
of Uktism. He was a member of dM Toxk Substance
Control Cwnmiarion from 19SS-9-0. Cook juw wriaan
icaoMwaste.manerinandairemiaitnaa.- - -
dmcs and arounda. Cook was a member of a
I's task fcroa which
ifacfiiuesandi
student, even if I don't know him
or her, and try to see bow things
are going, and try to get a sense of
problems on campus and what they
do there and what their joys are
and their frnitrstlons are. I think
in tome wtji a President caa and
should lurve mora contact wixh stu
gompieai J at23jeer plan far
Is. He wh hailed a croup diet
a new science facuitv and
mworkfawaAfacnlry, Coca: imfloed ami implemented
tor --resumng m a smoout
: a padod whoa many faculty are feecUna
traditional rediemeut ate as mandMcnr letmanent aae fa
lifted." Cook also stated that he, "recruW and hired over
1ftH rf ma femlnr m 1i jssn snrt tnaeseeil fernile fx nil ifrooi 20 to 37."
dents than a provost or a Vice
Presided for Acadcxik Affairs caa
have, due to the nature of the role,
and I miss the students (when I
was with the faculty I had a great
deal of contact), and I miss that
please tee COOS, pae 3
t
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continued from page 2
level of contact.
KD: Within the next decade,
there is going to be a dramatic in-
crease in the number of faculty re-
tirements. What steps could the
institution take in order to have a
smooth transition in this area?
Cook: I think first ofall, trying to
work very carefully with faculty and
sensitively with faculty because
there is, of course, no mandated re-
tirement age anymore, so it's more
difficult now to project exactly when
people will plan to retire. At
Kalmazoo, for example, I've had a
great deal of experience with this
because we had a bubble, if you
wilL of faculty , coming through,
whojoined the college in the early
sixties when the college increased
its size, and so a large number of
faculty came through atage 60 and
64 for the past four and five and
six years. We had an early retire-
ment program that gave them some
incentives, two-coerci- ve, it was
all voluntary, it was very support-iv- e
and positive, and people took
advantage of it, to the college's
benefit and to their own benefit so
it's been a very smooth transition
for us, although it has caused us to
have about 40 of our faculty
untenured right now, so we have a
lot of. new faculty. That .has its
gooU p0intsan4 bad; 'the good
points are that we are really ener-
gized for change and improvement
of our program, while by the same
token you have less of an institu-
tional history and feel in those
people; that takes time to develop
the kind of understanding and loy-
alty and patience. But overall, it's
in much better shape oecause of
this smooth transition, orderly tran-sitio- n.
Faculty have been gracious
enough to give us. in many cases,
two or three years of notice so that
we can plan for replacement and
have an orderly transition.
AR: From the financial back-
ground it is our anderstanding that
at Kalamazoo, thatbudget cms have
been difficult mis year in readjust-
ing plans, departments and activi-
ties. Do you see mis as a problem at
Wooster. and how can we avoid
Cook: I think that many colleges
like Kalamazoo and Wooster are
facing these very issues; it's a mat-
ter of timing so the year in which
they face them may vary, but al-
most everyone is struggling with
competition for good students.
Places are cooperating with finan-
cial aid or discounts for tuition,
and even though the proper num-
ber of students and qualifications
have an hit the targets, net tuition
revenues are either flat or falling;
and that's happened at Wooster.
No collegeor university can operate
very long with deficit budgets and
so of course it's at the attention of
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the trustees and the administration.
Steps will need to be taken to bring
it into balance, I think it's a combi-
nation of things that have to be ap-
proached. I think the admissions
the financial aid effort, and the re-cruiu- nent
effort, allhave to be tuned
and optimized. But it in itself
won't be a panacea. That's a por--
tion. Another portion would be
retaining students who have de-
cided to come here. Taking a look
to see why 30 of the students at
the College of Wooster leave be-
fore they graduate. That would be
very interesting discoveries to
make; I'm sure that some attention
is being paid to it, maybe more
study of it could be done; focus on
students and student experience.
The best places around tend to
have retention rates, graduation
rates, that are up in the 80s and
even the rarefied 90's atmosphere
of graduation. If you can have 85-9-0
of students graduating in five
years, something is right, some-thin- g
very good is happening. Now
I don't come in with an answer for
Wooster because Kalamazoo hap-
pens to sit right about at your rate.
Now, compared to national aver-
ages ofall the colleges and univer-
sities, 70 is terrific. Compared
to the kinds of schools that we
want to compare ourselves to. it's
not. If we can stand gradual im-
provement, there won't be drastic,
big steps taken, that are going to
solve it. If one could make a per-
centage point or two improvement
over time, this makes a big differ-
ence In the overall. It's rather
expensive to recruit students, and
therefore it's inefficient to bring
them here and have them leave,
and that means identifying the ones
that are most likely to stay, for this
to be the right place and have it as
the place their going to stay. It's
called recruiting your sophomore
class. How do you recruit your
sophomore class? What do you do
for the first years to make sure that
they come back for the second
year? At Kalamazoo we have a
very high retention rate after the
end of the junior and senior year.
So, we're really taking a look at
the first year program. There will
be a new one offered this year.
We're redoing the seminar pro-
gram; it win be called the Gateway
seminar. Itwffl be smalL There win
be faculty members who will work
closely as advisors with the stu-
dents. There is a wonderfully tal-
ented faculty member in charge of
orientation and the first year pro-
gram next year. So we think that
well make some definite improve-
ments. We ve done a lot to optimize
recruitment efforts. I trunk we've
optimized the financial aid for stu-
dents, so that we're not giving away
the education for families that can
afford it it is a combination of
solutions. It's getting to what you
asked before and how do you get the
word around about the college, how
do you make it a household word?
That has great implications for the
college.
KRISTEN DEMAUNE
R. Stanton Hales, acting presi-
dent of the College and the second
presidential candidate, spoke to stu-de- nts
in his "visit" Thursday
everting. Hales discussed his own
role on campus, the college's na-
tional reputation arid his decision to
pursue the presidency in a lengthy
session. He emphasized his positive
opinion and admiration forWooster,
saying "You're lucky to go to a
school like this. I hope you know
that."
During his prefatory remarks.
Hales stated what he believes the
challenges Wooster faces to be, in-
cluding working harder "to raiseour
general endowment fund so we can
ride through the financial challenges
of the next five to ten years in abso-
lute safety. We have to work harder
to reduce the general level of ex-
haustion and burnout, especially
among faculty and staff."
Hales answered questions of vary-in- g
topics, including the following:
--WCOSTER'S NATIONAL IM-
AGE: 0ne untapped resource is
the 23,000 alumni out there who are
in lots of prominent influential
places; they themselves are very
dedicated to the College, and I think
we should encourage them to make
Wooster known where they live.
People would then say Wooster has
a presence; it s notunknown, people
who really are influential in their
community went to school there."
--HIS DECISION TO SEEK THE
PRESIDENCY: "I was not a candi-
date a year ago in the search be-
cause... I think it's always good for
smaU institutions to ventilate them-
selves and get some air; I thought
that was so important. In the inter-es-ts
of the institution, I chose not to
be president. Things changed. . .rve
often thought of what it would be
like to be a college president. I have
such a dedication to this institution
now and knowledge of it, and a
desire to help it succeed, that yes,
I'd love to do iL This is a great
place."
--TOWNGOWN RELATIONS:
R. Stanton Hales
Acting President, the College ofWooster
"You have to understand this, there
are people in Wayne Co. whose pros-
pects for life and career are abso--
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they're embittered by iL They
choose to take it out; it's unfortu-
nate."
--VISIBILITY ON CAMPUS:
"I'm happy to go where I'm invited.
I don't invite myself necessarily. If
I don't have something else sched-
uled I'll try to attend. I
just think that's impo-
rtant" i
--GREEK LIFE: Twas
a member of a local fra
ternity in college, where
the system was a lot like
our sections and clubs
here. It meant a lot to me.
I supported it then, and as leng as
these groups handle themselves re-
sponsibly, and are safe for the insti- -
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Stan Hales, acting president of the College
lutely nothing compared to yours,
and it's an enormous jealousy. They
see all ofyou as overprivileged and
The Stan Hales Dossier
KRISTEN DEMAUNE
R. Stanton Hates is currently serves as acting president ofTh Couete of
Wcoslcr, a position to which ha tecontract
or another president is appointed by the Board.
Hales is also a professor of mathematical sciences, and served as vice
president for rwtfn affairs at the College from 1990 until his present
sppomtmem as acting president. Prior to holding this position. Hales was the
associate dean of the college at his undergraduate alma mater, Pomona
College in California.
Hates holds doctorate and master's degrees fcoraHarvtrd University,
when he was a Woodrow Wilson Fellow and teaching Fellow. In 1967 he
joined the faculty of Pomona College.
Among several professional activities listedjn his curriculum vitae are
scholarly publications, seminars, and addresses.
On campus. Hales has been a member of numerous faculty committees, as
weO as representing Wooster to the GLCA as a member of the Dean's Council.
Extensive involvement in badminton is among Hales' public service activi-
ties. MS. Men's Singles Champion in 1970 and 1971. and Thomas CupTeam
member in 1967. 1970. 1973. and coach in 1976, Halea is a member of the
International Badminton Federation and is a United States Badminton Asso-
ciation delegate.
photo by SKY WOODSFELLOW
tutici, like anycher campus groups,
I'U support iL"
--EFFECTIVENESS OF STU-
DENT ORGANIZATIONS: "The
main purpose for having student
organizations is not just for getting
things done; it gives the students
involved the experience to fail and
to succeed so that when they get to
be older and have similar positions
in environments where what they do
will probably be more critical, then
they win have experience so they
wiU fail less."
--HIS GREATEST DISLIKE (OF
WOOSTER'S CAMPUS): "One
thing I've never been happy with it
the lack of places to sit and
benches... I just think it's a lovely
park, especially when the weather is
good, for people to congregate and
sit and talk. That 's going to happen
this spring; there are six to eight new
benches coming."
--HIS VEWS OF "PRESIDEN- -
please see HALES, page 4
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HALES
continued from page 3
TIAL" QUALITIES: "Colleges like
this are precious places. One thing
to took for is someone who already
onderstands the precious,very Crag-i- le
nature of places like this who is
willing to respect k but also to chal-
lenge it. You don't want someone
who disrespects it. You want some-on- e
who believes m the principle of
liberal arts institutions. People who
are quick, smart, generous with their
tune, probably have some stamina,
some energy to take the hours nec-
essary."
--HIS EXPECTATIONS OFTHE
STUDENT BODY:The main busi-
ness we're in is education; we're not
really in the business of raising
championship football teams,., and
if we're really going to be satisfied
it would be ifall students took maxi-
mum advantage to all academic op-
portunities. Then use all of that to
the best of their advantage in what-
ever careers they choose."
--HIS PHILOSOPHY ON ATH- -
The Hales
A full transcript of the R.
Stanton Hales's interview with the
Voice is not available due to techni-
cal difficulties. We would like to
apologize to the campus and to Act-in- g
President Hales for this mistake,
and we hope that this summary of
- the interview will sufficiently in-
form the campus community about
our conversation.
KRISTEN DEMALINE
AARON RUPERT
"Everyonebinacatch... everyone
is squeezing to be responsible as
possible - it's hard wort to balance
the budget," said R. Stanton Hales
in his interview with the Voter on
Thursday night.
Hales began bis interview by dis-
cussing "the tuition letter." Hales
stated that this was the smallest in-
crease, at 4.3, and that niany col-
leges have restrained their tuition
increases this year between 4 and5. This is the smallest tuition in-
crease in nine years, according to
Hales.
When asked about Muskingum
College's decision to offer a one-i- me
29 tuition discount to incom-n- g
first-ye-ar students. Hales replied,
"We ran a model as to bow this
would work for Wooster and the
xat estimates we bad showed an
S800.000 deficit in ooe year alone,
ae didn't think that was a good
dea."
Regarding Woosters future ej-
ection. Hales began by stating that
he college has always had a good
eel of fas range and spectrum, as to
vfaere we Wooster places on the
cale of colleges. Hales said that
nrough all of Henry Copeland's
residency, the institution under-too- d
it's reputation and "has set it's
oal to be recognized in the top
roup. All decisions have been to
The Wooster YpiQK Presidential
LETICSPERFORMINO EVENTS:
"One of the reasons I like varsity
athletics and outperforming events
of this type is that it gives you a
chance to fall flat on your face in
public, and you have to get up and
try again. And that kind of experi-
ence and over again will make you
more successful no matter what you
try; and I feel sorry forpeople who've
not had a chance to fall fiat on their
face in public, when they're
young.. .where you're in public be-
ing watched, and you might fail and
you might succeed, it's very im-
portant.
--WOOSTER'S ENFORCE-
MENT OF THE TELECOMMU-
NICATIONS BILL: "We tell them
(the government) that that's none of
their business, that if they want to
prosecute they can doit themselves;
we're not going to help them. But it
doesn't protect you... we cannot pro-
tect you in that sense."
--ON MIKE MALMON-BER- O
AND THE PRESIDENT'S
HOUSE: "We're going to kick him
and his wife out, but we're going to
keep the dog. I think the house may
need some redecoratioo."
Interview
give Wooster characteristics and
qualities of that type." He ex-
pressed concerns matWooster isn't
well-know- n and wants to empha-
size placing Wootler "firmly in the
ranks of national colleges." Hales
stated that Wooster has been in the
national group ofcollegea since the
early 80's, and Hales fears that
Wooster could move back into the
lower group of regional liberal arts
colleges.
In response to questions pertain-
ing to mass mailings, a hot current
concern for students. Hales said,
"This is a complicated issue. Any-
one who wana to do h can just send
a bulk mail through the postal ser-
vice." If mass mailings were sent
though United States bulk mail.
Hales fears that the college would
have no control over off-camp- us
mailings, nor could the college de-
mand that such mailings be on re-
cycled paper.
Hales did not anticipate an in-
crease in faculty retirements. Hales
staled that four people, on average,
should retire a year. Hales, though
be did not have the figures cn hand,
believed that there might be a period
of large retirements, followed up by
a lull. "Colleges are in the hahir" of
taking care of faculty retirements.
The final question in the inter-
view dealt with the SOA request
that dorm access be increased for 24
hours. SGA feels that if a student
was fleeing from an attacker, and
they were not close to their dorm
they aright not be able to gain access
to a safe haven. Hales thought that
24 hours access would aflow unde-
sirables to stalk the dorms after
hours. It seemed that this was the
first time Hales has beard of this
issue, and be stated that "I'm not
going to pre-jud- ge it (the issue)." I
AARON RUPERT
Murfin, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University of
Miami. Florida, met with students
on Monday, Feb. 26. Murfin, with
Ross Murfin
Dean ofthe College ofArts and
Sciences, the University ofMiami
notes in hand, began the session
with a 25-min- ute presentation cov-
ering what he believed his strong
points to be, what be liked about
Wooster, and what be believes
Woosters challenges would be in the
future.Thioughoutihesession,Murfm
spoke on issues such as fundraising,
African-Americ- an enrollment, and
plans tor solving what Murfin sees as
Wooster's "identity problem.''
Murfin began the session by stat-
ing his background. Murfin re-
marked about his son and daughter.
His wife, Pamela, was also on hand
and commented on various topics.
Pamela Murfin holds a doctorate in
reading and writing disabilities, and
currently teaches at an elementary
school near Miami Dr. Murfin also
stated that she and Murfin had lived
in a residence hall for some time
while at the University of Miami,
and at this point she also praised
Wooster's dorms.
Murfin then began to list his cre-
dentials. I still teach," said Murfin,
".-a-
nd I publish books about En-
glish literature." A student present
had in ber possession a book which
Murfin edited, which drew from
Murfin the response: "I like her."
Murfin stated that be is now inter-
ested in writing and editing works
that helpundergraduates learn about
literature in modern ways.
"We (Ross and Pamela Murfin)
have a real commitment to campus
life," stated Murfin, is another cre-
dential. The Murfins lived in the
residential hall with their family.
"We tried to create." said Ross,
small college feeling."
Murfin also spoke on what be
believedwasuniqueabout Wooster.
Search Issue
Heading up this list was Indepen-
dent study program-
-
"I will make
sure," declared Murfin, "the word
gets out nationally that LS. is what
makes this college unique." Later
during the questioning session,
Murfin stated that he felt that
Wooster's name recognition was not
as good as it should be. He com-
pared Wooster to Wittenberg, a col-le-ge
that Murfin believes has much
Ross Martin, the third presidential
better name recognition, by saying.
"I think this is a much better col-
lege."
Murfin got most of his personal
experience on campus when be vis-
ited the campus earlier in the year
after he bad made the third cut of
candidates. "I talked to students for
hours that day," said Murfin, and
though the students told him ofsome
problems on campus, "...students
seem to be happier to be here than
students at other colleges." Murfin
also mentioned the quality of the
staff, the quality of the campus, and
the cooperative arrangements we
have with other colleges as credits
The Murfin Dossier
AARON RUPERT
Ron. C Murfin it corrandy tho den of tho CoQeg of Arts and Sciences at
the Imiveriiry ofMiami, andhsi been wortedaitrei
collet administration daring bis carver.
Murfin graduated cwm land wim a bachelor's decree fat Enxlish from
m 1971. and then continued to racer hut matters (1972) and(1974) at me Uinvertiry of Virginia. H ha published numaroos
books, easaya and reviews, and is the aeries editor for "Caa Studies in
OiniempomyCHtidam".aseriesoftB
literary theory.
Murfin has had varied teartiini experiences in hteratare and theory. He has
taught upper-lev- el classes in 19th and 20th century fiction, poetry and pros.
Murfin has also taught surreys of world, American and British literature, at
weD as a freshman seminar on theories of interpretation.
la Khnmitlrafinw, Uinfin hmm mmA m wmrimA wnwinMt Bt Vnj"TI lity of
Miami. He is a member of the Long --Rang Planting o"mmitwr and the
Academic Deans' Policy commisee at Miami. A Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, he is the head administrator of the liberal arts section of the
University of Miami.
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to this college.
Murfin also had problems and
challenges to point out to the col-
lected students. "I fed the lack of a
sense of college-wid-e community."
said Murfin. To elevate this, Murfin
suggested that there should be a
meeting with leaders from a varied
range of professions. Murfin be-
lieves that a meeting of those in the
campus community, along with edu-
cational pc4iucal, graduate school,
and business leaders, wouldhelp get
the word out about Wooster while
bringing many new ideas to the cam-
pus community. Murfin also urged
that there should be no "sacred
cows", and that even the LS. pro-
gram should be questioned and ex-
amined. "I really believe," Murfin
continued1 later, "that this college as
f.
f
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candidate
a kind of identity problem."
Fundraising was the first topic on
student's minds this evening. Murfin
responded with, "every president's
job is fundraising." Murfin thencon-
tinued to say that there needs to be a
focus on increasing the endowment
arid the number of endowed chairs.
Murfin expounded on this, saying,
"donors believe thaL buildings are
forever, but scholarships, those
are going to last longer than any
building."
1 would like to meet with the lead-ersoft- his
town and community "said
Murfin regarding town gown refav
tJons. Murfin believes the relaoon-ship-is
a two-wa- y street, wfthboth the
town and the college contributing to
the relationship. About stereotypes of
"townies," Murfin staled that, "these
myths have lo be set aside."
Pamela Murfin agreed and then
srx)ke ofaUmversiry ofMiami pro-
gram where students worked with
the community at-lar- ge. "That's the
way you connectyourself," she said,
"it's an eye-openi- ng experience."
Diversity issues, as in the other
two sessions, came to the forefront
relatively early. "I believe that hav-
ing a diverse student body is part of
a liberal education,' said Murfin
when beginning to discuss the issue.
Murfin believes the problem of Af-rican-Arner- ican
student retention
please see MURFIN .page 5
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KRISTEN DEMAUNE
AARON RUPERT
AaronRupert What do you see as
the relationship of the president to
the hourly and administrative staff?
Ross Murfin: Well. I think the
staff really represents the front line
at any college or university. I mean,
they're the people that students need
when students have some ofthe most
pressing problems. When they owe
money, when they can't get the
checks they earned for work that
they've done,when they needs tran-
script sent, when they're having
trouble with their financial aid. The
morale of the staff is extremely im-
portant, because usually students
don't know where to turn when they
have a problem; they often turn to
the wrong person. And, it's very
important that the staff understand
the importance of directing the stu-
dents to the appropriate people. I
think, to a great extent, that stu-
dents' perceptions ofttecollege tally
with their perceptions of staff and
how they're treated by staff. It goes
the other way as well. I think that
students need to appreciate all that
staff do for them. Students tend to
think of the college experience in
terms of their professors, but in fact
college is really broad-base- d. Sec-
retaries and people who cook the
food are an part of what makes the
know what son of formal structures
exist that would enforce or make
possible my interaction with mis
staff, but I think that it matters very
much.
Pamela Murfin: You set an ex-
ample, ma cextam sense,and model
what kind of behavior you would
expect.
Kristen Demaline: What do you
believe the role of the president to
be; not in terms of the staff or the
students or one select group, but
what do you believe the role of the
president to be?
Murfin: To set the intrJIrcftial tone
of the college. To ask questions of
all the constituents: the students, the
faculty, the staff.To shake things up
once in a while. To make sure that
everyone at the college Is doing ev-
erything they can the best they poa-sjbr- yc
That they're thmking about
new ways ofdoing things; new pos
sibilities for making the college a
better place. Then I guess the other
thing I would say is that it's the
president's role to articulate and
defend the mission of the college to
constituents such as the Board of
Trustees; and I'msnre that yon don't
have to work very hard todefend the
couege nom xs Doaru. urn, u is
important too, along with the fa-
cial committee. What u the name of
that committee?
P. Murfin: The conference com-
mittee.
Murfin: The conference commit-
tee. To keep the lines of communi-
cation open. So that the Trustees
really understand what the issues
are, what the needs are, what the
challengeson the horizons are,what
challenges on the horizon are being
faced by students and staff and fac-
ulty.
P. Murfin: And, I think to facili-
tate conversations within all these
constituencies.
Murfin: Right, I mink that very
often the discourse at a college or a
university takes place, let's say, in a
club or a section, or in a dorm, or in
a department, where, to be an effec-
tive college I mean, the word col-
lege comes from the Latin word
"collega" which suggests commu-
nity- really to be a good college,
there has to be talking across the
walls that separated departments. I
think it's the president's role tomake
sure that conversation is constant
and lively and leading to new and
worthwhile things.
AR: You said at the start of that
question that you would like to set
the intellectual tone of the college.
Whatkindofintellectual tonewould
you like to bring to the college?
Murfin: You know, maybe I
should go back and change what I
saidThe role of the president is to
set the tone of the college, and the
tone of this college needs to be, first
and foremost, an intellectual tone.
This is a place that values the life of
the mind. I mean, we value the life
ihe body iiithealth and --we value
the social life and we value ournatu
ral sunounding and the greater com-munir- y,
theWooster community and
the town. But, I think by definition
we value first and foremost is the
exchange of ideas and opinions. It's
very important to make sure that
that never gets lost.
KD: I'm an English major, so I
probably have a vested interest in
your answer to this next question.
Do you plan on teaching any classes
while you are President?
P. Murfin: (laughter)
Murfin: She'll tell you why she's
laughing.
P. Murfin: Because, you know
he's been Dean for five years now
and U's a big job. you know, at the
University of Miami. But, he's a
wonderful teacher. Andlalways tell
him. "you should be teaching, you
should be teaching." and be did his
first year as dean.
Murfin: WelL I did in my first
year, and my third, and my fifth
now.
P. Murfin: And now he's teaching
again and it's killing him. Because,
it's overlaid on everything'dse. As
he said last night, it's not like I can
rwlwt'ff my ffflTtkfK . . -
Murfin: Or my "deansload.
P. Murfin: It's just everything,
you add that on. But, despite how
aggravated yon are I mean you are
going home to read "Women in
Love" (DJL Lawrence's novel) in
preparation for the class on Friday,
and it's jusL.
Murfin: WelL what I thought she
f
Students at the meeting with presidential candidate Ross Murfin
was going to tell you is that she is
constantly telling me that I cannot
give up teaching, because I'm going
to get old and hard-bead- ed and in-
flexible the day I stop interacting in
the classroom with real people.
When we moved out of the residen-
tial college, the thing that Pam said,
with a tear in her eye as she closed
the door, is "I'm afraid I'm sud-
denly going to age really fast-- " Be-
cause, it really does keepyou young,
keep you vigorous; to work around
students, and talk with students and
listen to the new music that students
are listening to. To get toknow what
Smashing Pumpkins sounds 1 ike, and
Indigo Ciris; I know they're getting
to be passd...
- KD: (laughing) Oh, I hope not, I
like them.
Murfin: We do too, but all of
those tilings I think are important.
It's important to stay in touch with
young people because it's difficult
to teach them if you're not in touch.
And is certainly difficult to lead
them if you don't teach them, be-
cause it's through teaching that you
stay in touch. You stay in touch with
changes within the culture among
young people. And so. she likes me
to teach. And, whenever I'm not
teachmg...shemmksthatitsbecause
I'm not leaching I'D. comehome and
IH say something and she'll say
"you know,you're not the dean here
at home, why don't you go back to
teaching; it will make you younger
and mere open-mind- ed and less dic-
tatorial agam. So, I do teach regu-
larly and I would teach here... I
might decide to teach my first year
but I think it would probably be a
better use of my time to spend the
time I would spend teaching getting
to know the constituents; from the
hourlyworkers to the untenured fac-
ulty, to freshmen, to seniors work-
ing on LS. projects. Ijust think that
.
would be a better dung to do. But, I
will teach a class.
P. Murfin: And I like him teach-
ing, because then be comes home
and reteaches the class at home, and
talks about it-.-
Murfin: She doesn't really like
that-
.-
P. Murfin: I do like that. I do like
(?
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that I mean it's like going back to
school again...
Murfin:.I don't think that every
successful college president has to
teach, but it's important to me. Be-
cause, I got into this business of
education because I like being a
student, I admired my teachers, I
want to be one and I still want to be
one. I think there are different ways
of teaching. You don't have to stand
in front of a class and teach
Wordsworth 's Tabbernacky " for a
fiftieth time to be teach. You can
teach by appointing good, young
faculty, by supporting them so they
get tenure. You can teach in infor-
mal ways through conversations
with students. You can learn from
students; students can be teachers.
So I don't think it's a ridged thing.
But, for me, classroom teaching is
important because I've done a lotof
it and it's served me in my life.
AR: At the forum you mentioned
the current college rating system,
with "U.S. News" and such. Do you
think it paints an accurate picture of
a college?
Murfin: No, I think it can be very
misleading. I can tell you, for in-
stance, in the university rating sys-
tem, universities that have medical
schools tend to be, relatively speak-
ing, overrated. Because, they count
medical school faculty in the num-
ber of over-al-l faculty. Many many
faculty members at medical schools
don't teaclu. we've already men-
tioned the fact that the college our
daughter goes to. Reed College, has
already announced it will no longer
supply information loTJ.News".
they're looking for other liberal arts
colleges to pull out of the system
and not to cooperate, because they
feel that some of the numbers that
"U.S. News and World Report" col-
lect are used to create very mislead-
ing portraits of the institutions.
P. Murfin: I'm not sure for The
College of Wooster, given its iden-
tityproblem andneed tobe out there,
if that wouldbe die thing you would
want to do right away.
Murfin: I don't know if it is or
.
isn't. Because if you are not in the
top half, I'm not sure that being in
there is much good. It does say that
is 4 r
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you are a national liberal arts col-
lege, so there might be some value
in that. But. I think it might be very
interesting towork with "U.S. News
and World Report" to refine their
system...If The College of Wooster
just takes its actual classes and turns
that in as the student faculty ratio or
it takes the number of students and
divided it by the number of faculty,
look at what that doesn't tell the
world. It doesn't tell the world any-
thing about the one on one I.S.
mentoring at all...
MURFIN
continued from page 4
rates needs to be examined more.
The question of FYS and an aca-
demic diversity requirement also
came --up, but at this point Murfin
took answers from students about
the history of the program. "Maybe
the idea was a good one," said
Murfin, "but the format wasn't."
Murfin, a native of Florida, was
also asked why he wanted to be
president ofa small college in Ohio.
Murfin's children are now of col-
lege age, freeing him and his wife
from most of their Miami connec-
tions. "I decided I did not want to be
president of a large professional
school or unit institution," said
Murfin concerning his career
choices. Murfin feels that this is the
type ofschool he wants tocome to at
this time of his life.
"I think that the Greek system,"
said Murfin fielding a question on
the subject, "if students care about
making themselves
responsible... they can help the cam-
pus community." Murfin believes
that "there is room for all organiza-
tions on campus." On the Greek
GPA requirement, Murfin was aware
of it, but stated that "it might be
reasonable for students" thatwish to
become Greeks tohave an academic
requirement.
On student organizations and vis-
ibility, Murfin believes that, "we
think its very important to be at
student functions." Murfin also
wants to talk to student groups and
organizations.
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What do students who have been involved in the process think of the candidates?
The process wm very well done. I was
concerned about the secrecy. I think the
Voice has already raised enough issue with
that. Bat I think that the process of having
them open to all students, not just a select
list of student leaders that comes out of
Bob Rodda's office, was beneficial It was
important because you got a better cross
section of students that might not be in this
ory ni-rarir- m nr fhat oryniTarirm foal havy
concerns that ought to be articulated. The
candidates themselves were all fully qnali-fie- d,
I'm sure. This last candidate kind of
renewed, at least for me, my hope in this
institution becoming the great place that it
was when I stepped on campus. The pre-
vious two candidates were the same in
some respects: they shared some ideas,
some goals. His approach was totally
different. The candidate today was totally
different I think he was very, very honest,
very straight forward.
Donne II Wyche '97
T was not impressed with the
first candidate. I thought be was
vague and talked down to us (in
seme sense). I was impressed with
Stan Hales, but I am also more
familiar with him than the other
two candidates I was pleasantly
surprised with Ross Murfin. I
thought he was dynamic and en-
gaging, as wellas informative,
knowledgable and energetic. I felt
similarly about Stan Hales he
was fun and not afraid to take on
hard student issues. I would es
sentially eliminate the first candi
date, but would have a hard time
cheesing between Stan and Ross.'
AnnaNavis'99
1 was much more impressed
with the openness of the selection
process this year, than last year,
since everyone had a chance to
participate. However, I had a
hard time believing the low turn-
out.
I was most impressed with the
third candidate, Ross Murfin. He
seemed to genuinely care about
the students and the college, and
had definitely done his research
beforehand. I also like the fact he
had definite plans for Woo8ters
future."
Karen Fisher 96
I believe that all of the candidates dis-
played qualities very well suited to
Wooster's style of education. Dr. Murfin
and Stan Hales are the strongest of the
three candidates and the ultimate decision
will be extremely difficult between the
two."
Travis L. Grundke '99
.
I thought that Cook had some good
things to say but I thought he didn't an-tw-er
any of the questions that were asked.
I thought that he said a lot. I didn't think
that be was really interested in what stu-
dents had to say. That be seemed to be a
semi-tolerab-le human being. I didn't go
to the Stan Hales one because something
else came up and I thought, my God, if
they do put an insider in there, it's just
going to be the end of the world I really
enjoyed the third guy because it was a lot
of fun. He answered all of our questions
intelligently. He brought up gender and
sexuality and class issues, unprompted. It
was amazing, I prompted Cook, and he
still didn't say anything. And I was just
greatly pleased with the third candidate."
Alicia Parks 97
"Martin made me want to stand up on
the table and sing Scotland the Brave."
Benjamin Wolski '96
"I was pleased with the student partici-
pation in the candidate discntrions. The
questions they asked were intelligent and
penetrating, keeping the candidates on
their toes. Iwas very impressed with Ross'
Murfin. His prepeiatk'si convinced me of
the seriousness with which he rook this
candidacy,andctbejcothatheccUdoas
president. He was personable, a good
speaker, and very knowledgable. His
recomendation to take a close look at the
College and how it is run is what I think
this college needs. The fact that he comes
from a large university is not a detriment but
an asset he can bring a new perspective and
new ideas on how to solve problems like the
endowment and the curriculum."
Andy Duker 97
The first candidate was very uniformed
about Wooster and had no concrete ideas.
He also seemed to want to appease us and
simply tell us what we wanted to bear.
Stan Hales was better in that he had
strong opinions and was not afraid to
disagree with students. However, be
seemed very surprised when I mentioned
to htm after the seastion that maybe be
didn't hear a true cross-secti-on of the
student body.. He didn't think he could
help diversity problems and discrimina-
tion. He kept saying that Wooster was
better than other schools
I liked Ross Murfin best. He had a plan
ofaction for the schooL He was not afraid
to suggest drastic change for the College.
He seemed the moat intelligent in his
understanding of people. and issues of
diversity. He also viewed his wife as a
partner in his decisions, which I as a
woman found encouraging.'
KathryneHaii'99
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"I was actually impressed with the way
the two of them Ross and Pam Murfin
worked together and how they both are
interested in things and how she took an
interest, and how he consulted her. I
mean, they are definitely Hillary and Bill
syndrome type thing, I thought. But I
dec't think that's bad Awl she's his wife
and he should rely on her for some amount
of advise and shell have a different per-
spective on the campus community. Iwas
impressed with her enthusiasm."
Graig Meyer '96
I feel that the student involvement was
an intrical part of the selection process.
My impressions ofthe candidates' interac-
tion with the students was very positive. It
was refreshing to see the three candidates
as eager m they were to meet with mem-
bers of the student body.
Richard Cook- - verbose; avoided ques-
tions and attempted to cater to what be
thought the students wanted to hear.
Ross Murfin- - was it Ross and Pam or
Bill and Hillary? I think their teamwork
would be very beneficial in bringing the
presidency into more direct contact with
the campus community.
Matt Queen 96
"AD of the candidates have their strong
points, but my preference is absolutely for
Ross Murfin. He showed a genuine interest
m an aspects of the College of Wooster by
making an mrirprarim effort to talk with
mnVnrs. faculty and staff. He even read the
Voice. He's the best of the three by far."
Tarra Speaks '96
"Cook seemed to be more in-
terested in the position than ac-
tually wanting to institute any
sort of change. He just doesn't
Flurve fJthaYisrin1tiHa6OT
brings to the table.
Hales ofcourse came into this
the favorite, and the trustees
can'tgo wrong in choosing him.
I wouldn't be at all unhappy if
Hales got the jo-b- it's just that
Iwould fake to see Wooster seize
the opportunity to explore some
new ideas.
Murfin seems the most open
to instituting change and defi-
nitely the most interested in ex-
ploring new ideas and opening
commiinication lines for those
new ideas. He seemed to really
value Wooster'sopenness inbe-
ing awsre of our problems, and
that's reihahing. something that
this school (especially die trust-
ees) might not be ready for."
Ryan Murrey 97
"Each candidate brings something
unique to the presidency: energy, experi-
ence and character respectively. Each of
these characteristics are extremely impor-
tant I do not envy tthe position of the
search cminkmudifTKailtdecision."
Brian Friedman '97
"I feel that all three candidates are ex-
tremely qualified for-th-is position. This
campus could definitly benefit from any of
Megan Kreider '98
v.r.'u t .
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'How we did it, and
We have worked hard to make
this year's presidential search and
screening process open to the stu--
Jamie Christensen JJ
comments, concerni and criticisms.
When we began screening candi-
dates in the Fall, the committee re-
leased to the public its candidate
evaluation forms and a detailed
document describing Wooster's
challenges and thequalities thecom-
mittee was seeking in its next presi- -.
dent We also held a meeting with
students to discuss the criteria for
choosing Wooster's next president
and the concerns students had with
the process and the institution.
The committee met several times
last semester and conducted a series
of off-camp- us interviews with po-
tentialcandidates. Many ofthecom-
ments made at the student meeting
were used during interviews and
referencing as a way of expressing
the student's perspective in the pro-
cess. Every member of the commit-
tee has served as an active and equal
participant in the screening process
and at the end of last month, the
cornrnirtrs narrowed the number of
candidates down to three.
Until lastweek, the names of these
candidates were held under stria
confidentiality. There can be little
argument that the decision to do so
haJe4tocrec)Umeans that the
constituencies which the committee
represents as a whole - me students,
faculty, staff, and trustees - are un-
able lo see "the intricacies of the
process itself arxlrnust trust the de-
cision of theff individual represen-
tatives. Moreover.the secrecyasso-
ciated wim this corudentisiity has
naturally created a great deal of
gpcrnlsrion about who the candi-dat- es
are and why their names were
being held from the campus com-munityin- the
first place. Thead-vantag- es
of sticking to a policy of
confidentiality, however, far out-
weigh the disadvantages.
TbeTiarnesofcandidatra were held
frwiffoVrTfai until the day the candi-
dates arrived for tworeasons. First,
out of courtesy, to the cinrtirtatra
themselves. Once a name has been
released, the ftaryrfpbonecalls,e-maJ- l,
and faxes make it practically
irnpossible for 1dm or her to func-
tion at their own workplace. We
hoped that waiting to release the
names would constrict,at least tem-
porarily, the natural and healthy in--
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quiry that would follow the candi-
dates arrival. Atthatpoinuthecan-didate- s
could represent themselves
in person, without having to cope
with the mill of rumors and misin-fcnriatkntriatsurroundan- ame
with-
out a face.
Second, any presidential screen-
ing process is dependent on some
degree ofconfidenriality. Candidates
will not. and can not, expose them-
selves to the publicity associated
with such a search and still continue
to work at their current position.
Most candidates who are best quali-
fied for a college presidency are not
necessarily seeking a presidency - if
fhry f fMft, ftrnnMltty. mch
as ours wffl actually seek them, bis
impcitant therefore, tokeep theirown
rcputatkm solgood standingmcheck
so that they will continue to be a part
cfatautandoftentiringprocess. The
potential release of names would
greatly reduce the quality of appli-
cants in a high profile search.
But now the names are out Ri-
chard Cook. Stan Hales, and Ross
Murfin. Thequestion thatnow faces
the campus community is not the
identity ofthe candidates, butwhich
candidate will be the best president
for the College of Wooster? The
search and screening committee will
make arecomrnendation to the board
of trustees based on who we think
best answers this question in terms
of our criteria for the position, bis
The Sinister Chasm Between the
Sciences and the Humanities
After not very modi scrutiny of
the presidential candidates, one
seems to come up with the feeling
KokKianGoh Jg.-JSj- ;
be a race between exposing liberal
discirirs,speciScalry the sciences
artdtiKhurnaruks.b'sgettinglobe
morelikettmustbeoneortheoriier,
"and never the two shall meet" and
an that.
The nets are persuasive. Take
Richard Cook me first candidate
who spoke to students and faculty
last Tuesday who is an accom-
plished organic cheniMm his own
right, and further, provost of
Kalamazoo College. He is, by all
records, a good teacher arid admin-
istrator. However, for one student
' . V V J .
why..."
up to the constituencies we repre-se- nt
togive us the information, com-
ments, and feedback with which we
will make this decision.
The process, for the past two
weeks, has been in your hands. Our
open mcftipgr with the candidates
have given every student the oppor-
tunity to meet, evaluate, and ques-
tion all three candidates and their
credentials. We now invite every-
one to s final meeting to discuss all
three candidates collectively. The
meeting win be at 8.-0-0 on Wednes-
day night in Scovel 103. It will give
you a chance to talk with us about
who you think will best represent
the interests of the student body and
why.
The process of choosing a new
president is as much aboutdiscover-
ing who we are and why we are here
as it is discovering who should be
our next president. It gives us. the
students, an empowering voice in a
process which is forcing the institu-
tion to redefine and rethink its role
as a liberal arts college entering the
20th century. We have an obliga-
tion and a responsibility to express
our unique perspective at what may
bea critical junction in the history of
the College of Wooster.
Jamie Christensen is one of two
student representatives of the
Presidential Search and Screening
Committee
wim whom I spoke, U was disturb-
ing that hebasedseveralofhis argu-
ments and explanations on his per-seri- al
situation as a chemist ....
Last night we had Ross Murfin,
who is, on one hand. Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Miami, another sig-nific- att
cross-disciplina- ry adminis-
trative rjosition. On the other, he is
much better known as the eminent
scholar of modern English litera-
ture. The same student who previ-
ously bad a problem with Cook's
scientific tendings showed op at
Muffin's talk with a copy of bis
bocaCiiess which deparmentshe's
in.
Between them, both in chronol-
ogy and disciplinary leanings, is R.
Stanton Hales, current acting presi-
dent, as we Jul know. Hales is a
professor ofMathematics, but he is
hardly known for that amongst stu-
dents, rather more as the affable,
highly visible breath-of-fresh-- air
piesidcnt after the reifo ofCopdand,
In arry case, rusleaningsmrbe Math-
ematical field are slightly more so-
cially based than usual He is not
your lowering Prankensteinian fig-
ure.
Avoiding Cor now assessments of
the above three, I am afraid the dis
Searching for Presidents.
Searching Ourselves
One of the most surprising things
about the Presidential Open Forums
was not what was revealed about the
Jonathan Seltz
what was revealed about us, the stu-
dents. Each of the three candidates
spoke briefly, no more than a half
hourand often less, and than opened
himself up to questions; what fol-
lowed was an hour of dialogue, in
which students attempted to articu-
late the frustrations with which they
have been dealing with for a long
time. Inevitably, students raised the
issues that have been troubling them
at Wooster diversity, academic qual-
ity, administrative involvement, and
the ability to meet a changing future;
indeed, each of the three captive men
offered different perspectives on how
to meet Wooster's future.
The first candidate, Richard Cook,
was articulate and competent. How-
ever, as becomes readily apparent
by reading the student responses,
wamT is probably not the bestword
to describe him. While many stu-
dents seem to respect the academic
accomplishments of Cook, no one
seems to be his advocate. Part of
this is that he failed to accurately
addresse the needs of die students.
His approach was to generally reas-
sure, while suggesting that he might
ciplines of the uleral arts win never
be reconciled. Speaking as a Math-
ematics major who has just about as
many Art credits as I do in Math, I
have found much difficulty and un-familia- rity.
Peuple are surprised
when I teU them my major, and this
isn'tsurprisingas staggering around
with burdensome art projects is a
little more visible than being holed
up in Taylor Hall. I have tried, fre-
quently, to merge my interests, least
ofallby juggling by way ofsevere
contortions a schedule of science
and art classes in accordance to the
college's time scheduling.
More immediately, I have tried
incorporating elements ofart and art
historyintomy MatbLSw with little
success. Decent cross-disciplina- ry
texts are rare, and professors who
take equal interests in diverse disci-
plines as well are hard to come by.
Peter Havfaolm remains an anomaly
when he main his computer write
stories, it's actually quitecomputer-
ized. Way to go. The college in its
prettybrrxhuragoestogieat lengths
to advertise its self-design- ed major
program, but it fails to teU us how.
Mostof us wish to design our own
majors precisely because one disd--
pfease see CHASM, page 8
Page 7
be able to make improvements on
the status quo.
Stan Hales? The general response
seems to be, "Why not? He's been
acting president for a whole year
and, hey, we're still here." Note that
the response is hardly enthusiastic;
most students simply see Stan as a
possible (and slightly more reach-
able) Hank Copeland. In the past,
students accepted that if the presi-
dent could raise enough money to
keep them in college, they would be
content.
The problem is that students are
slowly starting to dislike the idea of
content." We are realizing that
"content" is almost synonymous for
"mediocre." Both words imply a
bare level of performance that is
neither distinguishing nor embar-
rassing. However.asl looked around
the room tonight, I became aware
that I knew many of the thirty or so
people there, and they were not con-
tent Many of them could be de-
scribed as campus prophets, if not
leaders. They were the ones who sat
in Lowry pit one night early last
semester, hoping for a change in the
collective heart of Wooster. They
are the ones who were only mildly
assuaged by Hales's words at Con-
vocation. They are the ones who
have been waiting for the candi-
dates to arrive.
Perhaps, that is why when Ross
Murfm spoke tonight he spoke of a
campus frustration that is palpable
in both the faculty and the students.
Funny, I do not remember the other
candidates ever mentioning it I
wonder why they did not? My guess
is that Cook knows too little about
the campusand its bureaucracy, and
that Hales is too immersed in it
(missing the forest for the trees al)
to catch on to something like the
lack of a campus spirit
Of course, perhaps that's because
we are such a diverse campus. De-
spite ournumerical statistics regard-
ing race ami reUgkn, there is a wide
diversity and an emphasis on inde-
pendence that is not nearly as strong
on other campuses. One ofthe thing?
Murfm notedwas the different type?
ofhousing on campus, and the trutr
is that Wooster students have cre-
ated s vast amy ofpersonal habits
sections, program dorms, language
suites, program housing, women or
men's bousing, etc While Wooster
craves its independence, it still real-
izes that education occurs best in
reaching across the separations that
have made us so independent from
other students and faculty. And that
takes vision. Regardless of who is
chosen. Wooster win never really
reach its potential until it is given a
president who understands the divi-
sions in our student body and fac
ulty.
Jonathan Seits is Viewpoint
Editor of the Voice
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The Good, the Bad & the Mediocre
I think it's probably a good thing that we
only have presidential searches every decade
or so. . . with the exception, of course, of our
Benjamin Wachs pffffl!
tial searches bring out the best in people, and
I can't stand it. They're always smiling, no
matter bow much they want to say "Leave me
alone, you vulture from the press!" and they
always try to show they have a sense of
humor, even if the only thing funny about
them II the way they dress in the morning.
And if I have to be told, one more time, that
Wooster is a "unique liberal arts institution,"
and, five minutes later, that our ran'ihave worked at "colleges very like Wooster,"
I'm going to hurl a book of elementary logic
at somebody. Nevery the less, they came,
they saw, they spoke, and I think we have a
winner. Here are my evaluations of the can-
didates, and who I hope will lead Wooster into
the next library:
Richard Cook
Dr. Cook reminds me very much of Henry
Cope land. It's the bole things: his hair, the
way he first pronounced Wooster "Wuh-stah- ."
and his total lack of connection with the stu
dent body. Granted, we can't expect a candi-
date lo know everything about the institution,
but after listening to hira for an bour and a half,
I had the very strong impression that he hadn't
even read a course catalog. Cook answered
every question about his stance on issues he
would face as president was to say that he
would consult with everyone involved in or
der to reach the best decision. Certainly, this
is important, but his utter lack of knowledge
about the College of Wooster. combined with
his utter lack of vision about what he would
want k do as president ("I would consult with
people" tells us nothing about where he really
feels Wooster should go") makes this answer
far more of a liability than an asset. Contrary
to popular belief, listening to everyone in a
square mile radius is not the absence of a leader--
ship style: it is a leadership style. This is why I
don t want Cook to be our next president: be
sands for nothing. Openess to new ideas is a
critical pan of leadership, but so is a spine.
M. Stanton Haiti
Stan Hales is an excellent public speaker.
and one of the nicest men I know. He exudes
niceness from every pore, and if niceness
were the only quality we look for in a presi-
dent. I would endorse him immediatly. It is
nocbowever.and in most other qualities. Stan
Hales comes up lacking. I. along with every
other student in the meeting, was nnlto learn that after 5 years at Wooster. Hales,
our former Vice-Presid-ent of Academic Af-
fairs, said that he had no idea that there was an
academic requirement for pledging Greek.
How could he not know? It's been a serious
issue every year that I've been on campus.
But there's more: when I mentioned, in pass-
ing, the diversity forums which Kim Rodger
Fergeson is holding every week, be said that
he was unaware of them. Our acting president
has no idea that the Deans office is sponsering
the first diversity forums we've had in three
years? Even more: when I asked him, in my
final question, what the phrase, common
around Galpin. "There are three ways to do
things: the right way, the wrong way, and the
Wooster way," meant, he actually said: "Well,
Ben, I guess you know Galpin better than I do,
because I've never heard that saying." Is be
kidding? I've beard everyone from Deans to
the Admissions Office say that, and so have a
lot of other people. But our five year vice-preside- nt,
and current president, is in the dark?
Granted, this last one is minor, but here's the
point: if Stan Hales doesn't know what the
students' concerns are. and be doesn't know
what the Deans are doing, and he doesn't
know what goes on in Galpin, just what does
be know? When asked what things be most
disliked about the College were. Hales replied
that his biggest dislikes were the lack ofplaces
to sit and the decorations inside buildings, and
that be just hated impolite memos. If, after
five years on campus. Hales hasn't noticed
any larger problems than that, then he doesn't
deserve a second year as president.
Ross Murfin
Ross Murfin was the least polished of all the
candidates. He waste only one to use notes in
his speech, and they were disorganized. Yet
Murfin was extremely impressive in many other
regards. He was the only one of the candidates
to explain what he thought Wooster lacked, and
what he would do about it. without being asked,
and in so doing he clearly demonstrated that he
had done his homework. In contrast to Cook,
who hasn't been here and knows nothing, and
to Hales, who has been here but misses a lot.
Murfin bad read the course catalog, knew
about the academic requirements for Greeks,
the faculty leave program, our computer capa-
bilities, and our cooperative arrangements
with other libraries, litis knowledge made his
list of things he thinks are great about Wooster
all the more convincing; and while Murfin, like
Cook, strongly expressed bis desire lo discuss
campus problems wuh all parties involved, he
tempered this desire with a vision of his own.
effectively saying that if there was a dialogue on
this campus, he would be a contributor, notjust
a monuor. Wooster needs this badly. We need
a president who is willing to offer ideas, not just
say (as Hales does) 1 sympathize," or (as
Copdand did) "Who are yoo again?"
I strongly endorse Ross Murfin for the po-
sition of president at the College of Wooster.
He seems willing to both act and listen, and
this is a good combination to have. His
experience in fund raising and his scholarly
indinapons don't hurt either. I hope the
trustees don't blow this. lamnotorxomistic,
however we an know bow the president is
really going to be chosen. Stan Gault is going
to call them into a room, one at a time, and say
"Jump." Whoever goes the highest wins. I hear
Stan Hales has aDready bought a pogo stick.
Benjamin Wachs is Assistant Editor
of the Voice
Chasm Between
a Rock and
Sweet Nothings
continued from page 7
pline does not suffice. A colleague of mine
knows too well the impossibility of, for in-
stance, designing a major in Environmental
Art. Neither the Art nor the Biology Depart-
ment wants lo share a student, and neither
really wishes to speak to the other about such
a possibility.
So who amongst the candidates would best
deal with this? Cook, though one of those
mysterious science people, is hardly a mad
scientist caber. Murfin, in the spirit of sweet
humanities profs, brought along bis wife to
chat about dorm rooms and gun racks, but was
oecioedry scientific m his preparations,bring- -
ing along notes to the meeting. Hales' back
ground perhaps best represents him in this
issue, and we've all found him a not terribly
undesirable president in his short term here.
We'll be fine with him ifwe don't want to take
a risk. But after the fiasco of the previous
search, isn't it obvious that risks and the
clumsy rectifying of subsequent mistakes
are what this institution is all about?
Kok Kian Gok is Editor in Chief
Hales vs. the Murfins: Thoughts Regarding
the 2nd and 3rd Presidential Candidates
I just spent an bour and a half listening to
Dr. Ross Murfin, the 3rd candidate for the
position of President at Wooster, speak withkobynPemnJ
tic and insincere in print, I must say that I
haven't been this excited about Wooster's
future since my days as a prospective and
fledgling first-ye- ar student. Dr. Murfin is by
far the finest candidate, for be showed a re-
markable ability to assess the unique needs of
Wooster and respond lo them in innovative
and brilliant ways. I would characterize ban
as a visionary who seems to have all the skills
necessary lo bring his plans to realization.
Cbncrete examples ofhis ideas must be given,
and the best way to do this is lo compme his
views with those ofDrtan Hales, who seems
to be the second most popular candidate among
the students whom I interviewed during a very
nonrandom. highly omrannfic survey. During
Dr. Hales' forum with students, one individual
asked him what aspects of Wooster be would
like lo change. He responded that 1) he would
nice to see more park benches on campus, and 2)
he would, in general. like people atWooster to
be nicer to one another. By contrast. Dr.
Murfin began his forum, without prompting,
by outlining four potential problems that be
bad observed at Wooster and bow be would
address them. First, many faculty and sto-de- nts
had told him that they felt a real loss of
sense of College community, as well as a
certain vagueness regarding the identity and
mission of the College. Dr. Murfin felt that
the best way to address this problem was to
allocate a year to in tensive self-assessm-ent by
creating a dialogue among Wooster faculty.
students, administrative leaders, and some of
the most brilliant educational leaders in the
country. In addition, be would send Wooster
administration and faculty to visit other lop-not- ch
liberal arts schools across the country in
order to see what they do within their institu-
tions which might work well at Wooster. Dr.
Murfin also addressed fundnrising (Wooster
has a good endowment, bat could benefit
most by having more unrestricted funds), way
in which lo enhance Wooster's national repu-
tation (encourage faculty lo write for a broad
audience aod encourage rxiblkizm
important IS. work or other student projects),
and the most basic self-identi- ty (has anyone
noticed that almost none of the buildings on
campus have signs oat front indicating what
they are?) Going back to the comparison be-
tween Hales and Murfin, some Wooster stu-
dents have been impressed Dr. Hak spent
anightmakrabsernester,"rubbmgenxws
with the students". Dr. Murfin moved his entire
faniily into a dorm on the campus ofUn
ofMiami for three yeaabecaose be and his wife.
Dr. Para Murfin, felt that k was Important to
truly be in touch wfch the student body. (They
jokingfy said tat they moved out of the dorm
when their 13-year-- old daughter began to be
asked out on dates by Miami freshmen.) Dr.
Hales can be seen around campus as be walks to
Lowry for lunch in the faculty lounge, and has
passively encouraged students with concerns ID
make an appointment to speak with him. Dr.
Murfin, during one of his interviews at the
Cleveland airport, came to Ohio a day early in
order to drive down to Wooster and talk to
students across campus unannounced and un-
recognized. so be could get our unaduto- -
ated views of what Wooster is like.
Truly remarkable was the degree to which
Ross and Para Murfin interacted and worked
as a team to address questions. Pam Murfin
introduced herself and spoke briefly about ber
own background, and during the course of the
forum she actively participated in the discus-
sion of issues aixi questions. She established
an impression of being a dynamic, articulate
and intelligent woman whojwould no doubt
play an active role in leading volunteer activi-
ties and efforts to improve relations between
the community and the College, in particular.
ThcvghDr.Hales has served as acting Presi-
dent admirably during this turbulent year, I
feel that he lacks the perspective and the
initiative to make lasting changes for the bet-
ter of the College for fear of "altering the
status quo". His reportedrefusal to be consid-
ered far this position during the last Presiden--,
tial search and his acceptance of the Acting
President position with great reluctance are
worrisome. He made it clear that his primary
loyalty as President would be to the trustees --
who are of course a very influential and im-
portant part of the College community, but
who are not the entirety of the College, He
seems to lack innovative ideas for improving
the quality of life at the College. In some
cases, familiarity breeds contempt
Dr. Murfin addressed the needs ofall facets
ofWooster students, faculty, staff, and trust-
ees alike - in a manner which Wooster hasn't
seen for many, many years. If his actions are
as Innovative as bis words, Wooster would
flourish under his leadership.
Robyn Perrin is a guest columnist
r . , -- for the Voice
